GRAFFITI REMOVER SS
Provides a safe mechanism for the removal of a wide range of graffiti.
GRAFFITI REMOVER SS is an Australian
product which is safe, quick & easy to use.

Because of its Safe inherent properties, it
is ideal for use on delicate surfaces for
removal of paints, including Plastics,
Timbers, all Metals, Glass, Rubbers,
Painted Surfaces, Perspex, Signs,
Marble, Fibreglass and Automotive
Finishes. Also for use on Heritage
Building cleaning for Graffiti removal and
cleaning of stubborn airborne grime.

It is manufactured with the environment in
mind, and exceeds the requirements of
National Medical Research Councils
Standards for biodegradability.
It is Water Soluble and Non Chlorinated,
Non Toxic, but is completely Earth Friendly.

“SAFE & EASY TO USE”

The application method depends on the type of surface to be cleaned.
Also type of surface, size and nature of the Graffiti. How long has the
Graffiti been present? Generally the removal should be undertaken as
soon as possible, preferably within 24 hours. After this time the paint will
be harder to remove.
First action is to pre-clean oily or greasy surfaces and allow to dry.
Apply GRAFFITI REMOVER SS by spray and leave for two minutes.
Re-apply and wait a further two minutes, then finally re-apply and agitate
with brush or cloth on smooth surfaces or stiff brush on masonry, working
quickly. Repeat if needed until surface is free from paint marks etc.
It is advised to immediately wash area with stream of water and apply a
Neutralizer or strong but harmless detergent and again agitate, then wash
away with water. magiKLEEN "After Clean-up"" is highly recommended as
it was developed for this application. (Product Code - ACUP250/500/4ltr)

Is also safe on vinyl's, carpets etc.

SAFETY

Low order of toxicity.
Can be used without protective masks.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Contains no chlorinated hydrocarbons, no petroleum hydrocarbons,
no caustic alkalies and no acids.
Water based solvents are biodegradable and pose no environmental hazard.
250ml - Product Code GRSS250 500ml - Product Code GRSS500
4 Litres - Product Code GRSS4 20 Litres - Product Code GRSS20
*magiKLEEN recommends that all surfaces to be
cleaned should be tested first in an inconspicuous
area before full use is undertaken, to see compatibility.
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